
Iowa Artists
Region 6
Mosaic Creations

Instructor: Margaret Caldwell

Date: July 22, 2023

Time: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Location: The Centre For Arts
and Artists, Newton, Iowa

Class Size: Min. 5 Max. 15

Register by 7/15/2023

Please register here:
dfruetel@gmail.com

Class Description
This class will provide participants with the

skills they need to make a durable
one-of-a-kind handmade mosaic. Through the
making of mosaics (in this case, gluing objects
onto a wood support and grouting) artists can
produce work that is meaningful, formally
interesting, and beautiful! Use stained or
broken glass---even glass “pebbles” or
arrange pieces of china or pottery, shells,
jewelry, tiles, metal, or other found objects with
interesting shapes!
To make the mosaic more personal or

meaningful, artists can collect objects ahead of
time &amp; bring them to the workshop (your
grandmother’s chipped china? Shells you
&amp; your dad collected? Stuff that you pick
up &amp; throw in a bowl?) OR you may want
to use the broken glass &amp; ceramics in
various colors that we have at the Centre for
Arts and Artists?! Or both?!
You may also bring your own wide framed

mirror or another wood surface (box, small
table?) you want to “mosaic” OR use the small
framed mirror we can provide.
The glue (Elmer’s or wood glue) that we will
use should dry several days before grouting
over it so we’ll demonstrate the process and
send you home with directions and a bag of
grout.

Additional Class Information
Materials Fee: $10 is payable to the
instructor at the start of the workshop. All
materials will be provided. If participants
want to provide everything themselves:
objects to glue on, a frame or another wood
surface to glue them on, glue, and grout then
they wouldn't have to pay the material fee.

—--------------------------------------------------

This workshop is free (not including
supply fees) to current Iowa Artists
members. For non-members, it’s
$25.00 (not including supply fees). You
may join the group if you like. You will
be billed at the time of registration.
Iowa Artists offers Regional Art Shows
in the spring and other events during
the year.



Visit our website for more workshops:
iowaartists.us


